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A complete menu of The Brightons Cross from Falkirk covering all 16 meals and drinks can be found here on the
card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about The Brightons Cross:
our family has been running brian family for years Chinese. eating does not taste like all other stodgy sites that
use fillers and msg. the meat is very fresh and the service is fantastic. they know the regular and treat all the
beautiful. plan ahead, because they are busy due to popularity! read more. The restaurant and its rooms are
wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physical limitations. What User doesn't like about

The Brightons Cross:
Avoid this place they have an ignorant attitude to customer service tried to place an phone order several times

on different dates and on each occasion the call was picked up yet no words ever said by the restaurant
representative and then they just hang up the phone! A Takeaway which offers “delivery service” but can’t take
telephone orders??!!! I understand if the shop is busy and it’s hard to take calls but at lea... read more. If you're

in a hurry and need something quick, you can get tasty Fast-Food menus to your taste from The Brightons Cross
in Falkirk, prepared for you in short time, Besides, the creative blend of different meals with new and sometimes
adventurous products is appreciated by the customers - a good case of Asian Fusion. The menus are prepared

authentically Asian, Many guests are especially impressed by the versatile, tasty Chinese cuisine.
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Appet�er�
SATAY

Mai� course�
RIBS

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Sauce�
CURRY SAUCE

Lam� & Hähnche�
SWEET AND SOUR

Chicke� dishe�
SWEET AND SOUR CHICKEN

Nude�-Reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Sata�
CHICKEN SATAY

Yak�-Gril� Menü
PRAWN

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

TRAVEL

CHICKEN

BEEF
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Wednesday 16:30-22:30
Thursday 16:30-22:30
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